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ON STIELTJES POLYNOMIALS
AND GAUSS-KRONROD QUADRATURE

FRANZ PEHERSTORFER

Abstract. Let D be a real function such that D(z) is analytic and D(z) ± 0

for \z\ < 1. Furthermore, put W(x) = \J\ - x2\D(e'v)\2 , x = costp ,

tp e [0, 71 ], and denote by pn(', rV) the polynomial which is orthogonal on

[-1, +1] to Pn_[ (P„_! denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most

n - 1 ) with respect to W . In this paper it is shown that for each sufficiently

large n the polynomial En+X(-, W) (called the Stieltjes polynomial) of degree

n + \ which is orthogonal on [-1,-1-1] to Pn with respect to the sign-changing

function pn('> W)W has n + 1 simple zeros in (-1,1) and that the inter-

polation quadrature formula (called the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula)

based on nodes which are the In + 1 zeros of En+l(-, W)pn(-, IV) has all

weights positive.

1. Introduction

In the following we say that a function w is a weight function on [-1, 1] if

w e L2[-l, 1] and w(x) > 0 for x e (-1, 1). In 1894, in one of his letters

to Hermite, Stieltjes introduced and characterized for the Legendre weight, i.e.,

the constant weight w(x) = 1 , a remarkable class of polynomials En+X(x) :=

En+X(x, w) = xn+l H— satisfying the following orthogonality conditions (with

respect to a sign-changing function):

(1.1) /   xJEn+x(x, w)Pn(x, w)w(x)dx = 0   for ; = 0,1, ... ,n,

where Pn(x, w) = x" H— denotes the monic polynomial of degree n which is

orthogonal to Pn_x (Pm denotes as usual the set of real polynomials of degree

at most m) on [-1, 1] with respect to w . For the Legendre weight, Stieltjes

made the conjecture that the zeros of En+X axe all in (-1,1) and interlace

with the zeros of the Legendre polynomial Pn . In 1934, G. Szegö [18] proved

Stieltjes' conjecture. In addition he proved that the conjecture holds true for

the Gegenbauer weight function w(x, X) = (1 - x2f~l/2, 0 < A < 2 .
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In 1964, Kronrod [8] considered quadrature formulas—now known under the

name "Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulas"—with the following properties:

(1.2)       f f(x)w(x)dx = j^ovJ(xvJ + Y,^J(y,J + Rn(fi),
J~l v=\ p=\

where xv n are the Gaussian nodes for the weight function w , i.e., xv n are

the zeros of Pn(-, w), and the nodes y n and quadrature weights av n , X n

are chosen so as to maximize the degree of exactness of (1.2); thus Rn(fi) = 0

for all f G P3 , at least. It turned out (as it is not hard to see) that the

exactness condition Rn(fi) = 0 for / e P3n+1 is equivalent to the fact that

En+x(x,w):=TJ"yyx(x-yß n) satisfies the orthogonality condition (1.1). Thus,

the n + l zeros of the Stieltjes polynomial En+X(x, w) are the n+l nodes y n

required in the Gauss-Kronrod rule. Of foremost interest are weight functions

for which the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula has the property that

(i) all n + 1 nodes y n are in (-1, 1) and are simple (i.e., that all zeros of

the Stieltjes polynomial En+X(-, w) axe in (-1, +1) and are simple).

Also desirable are weight functions which have in addition to (i) the proper-

ties
(ii) the nodes y n and xv n separate each other (i.e., the n + 1 zeros of

Fn+X(x, w) separate the n zeros of the orthogonal polynomial Pn(x, w)) ; and

(iii) all quadrature weights are positive.

By a result of Monegato [10], property (ii) is equivalent to the positivity of

the quadrature weights X , p = I, ... , n + I, and thus property (iii) re-

quires in fact the positivity of the ov n 's only. As already mentioned for the

Gegenbauer weight function w(x, X) = (I - x ) ~ , 0 < A < 2, properties

(i) and (ii) have been shown by Szegö [18], while property (iii) has been estab-

lished for 0 < X < 1 by Monegato [11]. For further (algebraic) investigations

on Gauss-Kronrod quadrature with respect to Gegenbauer and Jacobi weight

functions, see Gautschi and Notaris [2]. Quite recently, it has been shown in-

dependently by Notaris [13] and by the author [14] that weight functions of the

form w(x, sm) = (l-x2)i/2/sm(x), where sm is an arbitrary polynomial which

is positive on [-1, 1], satisfy all three properties stated above for n > m . For
1 2

the special case s2(x) = (1 + y) - 4yx , this was first discovered by Gautschi

and Rivlin [3]. So far, only these two families of weight functions are known

which satisfy (i)-(iii). In this paper we describe another large class of weight

functions which have these three properties. More precisely, it will be shown

that every weight function of the form

W(x) = \j\ -x2\D(ei9)\2,        x = cos9,de[0,n],

where D(z) is analytic, D(z) ^ 0 for |z| < 1 , and D is real on R, satisfies

properties (i)—(iii) for sufficiently large n . As a very special case of this result,

we obtain the above mentioned fact—recalling that every polynomial sm of

degree m which is positive on [-1, +1] can be represented uniquely in the
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form sm(x) = \hm(e )\ , x = cosö, 6 e [0, n], where hm is a real polyno-

mial of degree m which has all its zeros outside of the closed unit disk—that

w(x, sm) = v1 - x /sm(x) satisfies the three properties for n > n0. Note

however, that we do not get the exact lower bound «0 = m by our general

approach. Naturally, the question arises whether the assumptions on the func-

tion D can be weakened to D(z) analytic and D(z) ^ 0 for |z| < 1, and

the existence of the Lebesgue integral of W. That this is not possible without

imposing additional conditions on D follows from a result of Rabinowitz [17]

which says that Jacobi weight functions of the form

(1 _*)*(! +x)ß = 2-{a+ß)\(l-eie)a(l+ei9)ß\2,

x = cos6 , 6e(0,n), a = -1/2, and -1/2 < ß < 1/2, resp. a = -1/2 and

1 /2 < ß < 3/2, have at least one Kronrod node outside of the interval [-1, 1],

when n is even, resp. when n is odd. Other examples are weight functions of

the form (l-x)a(l+x)ß/sm, a,ße{-l/2, 1/2} and {a}n{ß} # {1/2}, sm

a positive polynomial on [-1, 1] of degree m . As has been demonstrated by

Notaris [13], such weight functions have the property that the smallest or largest

Kronrod node is +1 or -1, i.e., a boundary point of the support [-1, 1].

Apart from this fact they satisfy properties (i)-(iii).

2. Preliminary results

Notation. Let
n

Pn(X)-=Pn(X>W):=knIl(X-Xv,n)
v=\

denote the orthonormal polynomial of degree n , i.e.,

• i

pn(x, w)pm(x, w)w(x) dx = ôn       for n, me N0.
r-i

Furthermore, the «th function of second kind with respect to the weight func-

tion w is denoted and defined by

/'   D  (X    Ut))P"l   \,w(x)dx
i   y ~ x

= £(/' xjpn(x,w)w(x)dx\y-U+l)   foryeC\[-l, 1],

where the last expansion is convergent for |y| > 1.

First we give a simple proof of a slightly extended version of Stieltjes' result

about the orthogonality of his polynomials (see [12, p. 138]).

Lemma 1 (Stieltjes). Let w be a weight function on [-1, +1], and let En+X(x)

= x"+1 H-  be a polynomial of degree n + 1. Then

(2.2)       /'^WMMLW^O  MJ-0...... + m

t
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if and only if

(2J) rô>=^)+0('™>
for sufficiently large \y\.

Proof. Necessity. On the one hand, we have by the orthogonality property of

pn(-, w) that

'l En+i(y)-En+l(x)
f   En+l{y~E"+liX)pn(x,w)w(x)dx
j-\        y ~ x

fl     n 1
= /   x"pn(x, w)w(x)dx = -j—,

■ 1

and, on the other hand, setting

U\) ,.,      /"' En+X(y)-En+X(x)
Ln+\

{y)=r *„+iW **+iWp,XtW)w,x)dx
j-\        y-x

and using the orthogonality property of En+X, we have that

/rO) tv\ r\   r     (x\

f^f~ = dn(y,w) - Jf_i -f^-Pni*, w)w(x)dx/En+i(y)

= Qn(y,w)-  J2   [    xJEn+x(x)pn(x,w)w(x)dx\y~iJ+l)

■0(y-(n+\

Sufficiency. Set
n+l

KEn+\iy) = Hdj,n+\yn+x~J >
7=0

where d0 n+x = kn . Putting x = 1/y, it follows from (2.3), with the help of

(2.1), that for sufficiently small \x\

^TTT-J - E Í /'  tl+nPn(t> W)w(t)dt) X> + 0(X"
2->j=0aj,n+lX ;=0 V-1 /

Equating coefficients and setting

Cj = j   tj+npn(t,w)w(t)dt   for;€N0

and

djn+x=0   foxj>n + 2,

we obtain
K

^2dj,n+\CK-j = 0   for k= 1, 2, ...,« + 1 + m.
7=0
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Moreover,
n+l

ÏLdj,n+iCK+i-j = 0   forK = 0, l,...,n + m,

which is obviously equivalent to

rl "+1
/   J2dj,n+/+     tKpn(t,w)w(t)dt = 0   foxK = 0,l,...,n + m.
■'-' j=0

This proves the sufficiency part.   D

Remark. In view of Lemma 1, the Stieltjes polynomial En+X(-) = En+X(-, w) is

given by the (known) relation

(2-4) k»E»^y>w) = ^^)+0{y~l)'

for sufficiently large |v|.

We recall the following well-known connection between Gauss-Kronrod quad-

rature formulas and Stieltjes polynomials.

Lemma 2 (see, e.g., [1]). We have

ç\ n

l   s(x)w(x)dx=^2ai/ns(xi/n)

(2-5)

+ E^,Ä,J  forallsefin+x
p=\

if and only if
n+\

H(X-yp,n) = En+l(X>W)-
H=\

Furthermore, the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula (2.5) is exact for all s e

P3n+i+m - m eN0, if and only if En+X(-, w) is orthogonal to fn+m with respect

to pn(-,w)w on [-1, 1].

The degree of exactness of Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulas with respect

to the Gegenbauer weight function is studied in [16].

3. Asymptotic behavior of the functions of second kind

In order to state our result, we need the following

Notation. Given a polynomial Pn(z) of degree n, we define the "-transform

by

(3.1) Pn(z):=z"Pn(l/z-),

so that the coefficient of zJ in P* is the complex conjugate of the coefficient

of zn~J in Pn(z), j = 0,l,2,...,n. By

<t>„(z) '■= <t>n(Z > f) '■=KnZ" + "■
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with Kn := Kn(f), « = 0,1,2,..., we denote the polynomials which are

orthogonal on the unit circle \z\ = 1 with respect to the weight function / e

L2[-n, n], f > 0 on [-n, n], i.e.,

¿ /'\(eie, fi)4>m(e'e , fi)fi(d)dd = Sn m   form,« = 0,1,2,....

It is well known that these orthogonal polynomials satisfy a recurrence relation

of the form

Kn(f)<f>n+l(z,f) = Kn+X(fi)zct>n(z, fi) + c)>n+x(0, fi)<fn(z,fi),

and the monic orthogonal polynomials

<D„(z) := %(z,f) := </>n(z)/Kn ,        n = 0,1,2,...,

satisfy the recurrence relation

<D„+1(z, /) = z(D„(z, f) + On+1(0, /)0;(z, /).

The numbers

f32, an:=an(f):=-*n+x(0,fi)

= -<RH+l{0,f)/KH+l(J),        « = 0,1,2,...,

are called reflection coefficients or Schur parameters. It is well known (see [19,

(11.3.12) and (11.3.13)]) that

(3.3) lima„(/) = 0
n—>oo   "

if log/(0) is Lebesgue-integrable on [-n, n].

In what follows we need the following result of Geronimus ([6, p. 82], resp.

[5]), which can be considered as a certain generalization of the so-called Szegö-

Bernstein asymptotic formula for orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle:

Assume that the weight function / has a representation of the form

(3.4) fi(6) = \D(eie)\2   for 0e[-n,n\,

where D(z) is analytic and D(z) ¿ 0 for |z| < R, R > 1, and D(0) > 0.

Then the following asymptotic formula holds (compare also [19, §12.1]):

(3-5) fn(z,f) = -±r)+en(z),

where

(3.6) lim e(z) = 0   uniformly for \z\ < r < R.
n—>oo   "

Furthermore, we have the following connection between polynomials or-

thonormal on [-1, 1] and polynomials 4>n orthonormal on the unit circle (see,

e.g., [19, p. 294]): Let u> be a weight function on [-1, 1] and put

(3.7) /(0):=ti;(cos0)|sin0|    for 6 e [-n, n].
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Then the following relations hold for « 6 N, where x = \(z + z_1) :2*

P„(x,w) =
{z-n<t>2n(z,fi) + zncp2n(z-l,f)}

yj27t(l+4>2n(0,f)/K2n(fi))

(3'8) = {z-"+V2„_1(z,/) + z"-'02„_1(z-1,/)}

yj2n{\-<pu{Q,f)lKln(f))

and

^(M1-lVHfcrpAl

z-"<t>2n(z,fi)-zn<t>2n(z-l,f)

(3.9)
z-z-{

]¡n(l+(t>2n(0,f)/K2n(f))

|z-"+V2„_,(z,/)-z"-V2„_,(z-1,/))

Finally let, as usual, Tn , resp. Un , denote the Chebyshev polynomial of first,

resp. second, kind on [-1, 1] of degree « .

The following theorem plays a crucial role in what follows.

Theorem 1. Suppose that D satisfies the following conditions: D(z) is analytic

and D(z) ¿ 0 for \z\ < R, where R > 1, D takes on real values for real z,

and 0(0) > 0. Furthermore, set

sin 6w(cos 6) := \D(ei6)\2   for 0 e [0, n].

Then fior each «gN0, qn(\(z + z~ ), (l-x )w)/z"+ has an analytic contin-

uation to \z\ < R and

Hm qn(\(z + z    )   (l-x)w) = s/^iD{z)    unifomly m |2( < R
n—>oo Z

Proof. Put

(3.10) pn(x) = pn(x, (I -x2)w)

and

(3.11) /(0) = t/j(cos0)|sin0|   for 0 € [-n, n].

With the help of the relation

z -^sinkd  k   c    ,  ,
= >      .   . z     for z < 1

¿—'   «¡in ftz2 -2zcos0+ 1     ¿Í sin0
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we obtain, with y = \(z + z~ ),

i     n       h   ^      i' Pn(x)(l-x2)w(x) j
qn(y, (1 - x )w) =       -2-——-ax

j-\        y — x

= 2z [
Jo

"*pn(cosd)sm20fi(6)de

z2 - 2zcos0 + 1

= E(/_)i^-(«>»Ö)»in2 0/(0)0-0) z*
fe=i

= Z 1 ¿ ( r sin(« + Ä: + l)0/5„(cos0) sin0/(0) aV) z* ,
it=o ̂ -» '

where the last equality follows from the fact that by the orthogonality property

of A,»

/    c7A._1(x)pn(A:)(l-x )tt;(x)o'x = 0   for/: = 1, ... , «.

Next, we show that for n e N0 the radius of convergence of the power series

(3.13) Qn(z) := E (T sin(« + £+ l)0pw (cos 0) sin 0/(0) oV) zk

is greater than, or equal to, p, where p > R is such that £>(z) is analytic and

D(z) ¿ 0 for \z\<p. Using the fact [cf. (3.9)] that

e-'(n+X)eè      (eie)-e'{n+l)eé      (e~'e)

2AJn(cos6) =-02"+2{e   ' . \-02"+2Íg     ' ,
" "v       ; zsin0

where by (3.2) and (3.3)

(3.14) 2An = yJ2n(l+a2n+x)    and     lv^2An = y/2Ü,

and noting from (3.5) that

J(n+\)6
-i{n+l)8, ,   id,        e i{n+l)d .   -id,     r      a ^ r i

D(e     )

where

(3.15) lim e,   ,(z) = 0   uniformly on |z| < p < p,
n—>oo   z"+z

we get for the kth coefficient of Qn multiplied by 2An, recalling definition
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(3.11), that

2An Í   sin(n + k+ l)6pn(cos0)sin0/(0)dd
J -71

(3.16)

i{n+k+l)8        -i(n+k+\)8.
- e ]

■[e K+2^  )~e        02IH-2Í*    )]f(e)de

/,   i{n+k+l)8 -i(n+k+\)8.   -i(n+l)0 , ,   i0\ /v/i\ j/i
[e -e ]e <¡>2n+2(e  )f{6)d6

-n

= f e-'keD(eie)d6+ f e-'kee2n+2(e-e)f(e)d6
J— n J—n

/i{2n+2+k)8 ,   -id, r/ns Jne e2n+2Íe      )f(fí)dñ>
-71

where the last equality follows from the fact that by the analyticity of D,

I.71 e,(2n+2+k)eD(eie)dd = 0   fox n,ke%.

Now we show that for p e (0, p) and k eNQ,

IT e'ikde2n+2(e-ie)f(d)dd
I J -71

- i e'(2n+2+k)\2n+2(e-W)f(6)de <CM1»+?W
J —71

(3.17)

/

where M2n+2(p) = xnax.,<A£2n+2(z)\ and c is a constant not depending on n

and k . Indeed, since D is analytic and thus, by (3.5), en , « e N0, is analytic

on |z| < p, we have by Cauchy's inequality, setting

oo oo

D(z) = YJdJz]   and   •„(*) = Ë*,,.*',
7=0 y=0

that for p e (0, p]

(3.18) \dj\ < max \D(z)\/pJ    and   |«$   J < Mn(p)/pJ.
\z\<p

Letting
oo

\D(eie)\2 = ^bjCosjd,

7=0

the first relation of (3.18) implies that for p e (0, p]

(3.19) \bj\<cx/pJ   for;€N0.

Similarly, letting B(z) = ¿Z%objzJ (note that °y (3-19) B is analytic on |z| <

p for 0 < p < p), and using the fact that

f+n   -ik8lr.,   10,.,2 ,   -id.   ,a       1   f    -ikOjj.   10, ,   -i8,,a
j     e      \D(e  )| e2n+2(e    )d6 = ^J    e      B(e  )e2n+2(e    )d0,
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we obtain with the help of (3.19) and the second relation of (3.18) that for

pe(0,p]

(3.20) IT e-ikee2n+2(e~,d)f(d)de
\J—n

C2M2n+2(f>)lnX for ic€N0:

where c,el+. Since the second integral in (3.17) can be split into

1    [n    i(2n+2+k)8 D,   10, ,   -10,   ,„
B(e   )hn+2Íe     )dd

,    1    fn    i(2n+2+k)8 n,   -id, .   -10,   ,n
+ ^j   ey B(e    )e2n+2(e    )d9,

it follows as above that the absolute value of the first integral is smaller than

c}M2n+2(p)/p2n+ + for p e (0, p] and finally by the analyticity of Be2n+2 on

\z\ < P, P < P, that the absolute value of the second integral is smaller than

c4^2n+2(pyP2"+2+ f°r P e (^' P} ■ Tnus' relation (3.17) is proved. This, in

conjunction with (3.16) and the fact that D is analytic on \z\ < p, implies

that the radius of convergence of Qn is greater than R, which proves the first

statement of the theorem.

Concerning the uniform convergence, we use

D(z) = Jt(±-fne-ik>D(e*)dç>)zk
k=o ^     J~n '

together with (3.13), (3.16), and (3.17) to show that R < p < p and

\A.
(3.21) ±Qn(z)-D(z)

/\z\\

<^2n+2(P)I2{j)
k=0

In view of (3.15) and the second relation of (3.14), this yields the assertion.   D

Remark. Geronimus pointed out in [7, p. 102] that, under the assumption that

the weight function satisfies Szegö's condition, one gets with the help of the

relation

lim p (x, w)q (x, w) = for* g [-1,1]
Vx2-l

and the asymptotic formula of Szegö-Bernstein for Pn(x, w) that, with x =

\(z + z~X),

,,,,, qn(x, w) _ y/2nD(z)    .
(3.22) -=—„— = ———K—   for |z| < 1 -e, e > 0.

z z     - z

But note that relation (3.22) gives an asymptotic representation in the interior

of the unit circle only, while for our purpose we need an asymptotic represen-

tation which is valid also outside the unit circle. Unfortunately, it seems to be

impossible to get Theorem 1 in a similar way as relation (3.22).
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4. Zeros of Stieltjes polynomials

In this section we prove the main result of this paper, namely that under

suitable conditions on the weight function the Stieltjes polynomial En(-,w)

has « simple zeros in (-1, 1).

Lemma 3. Let En+X(x) = xn+l -\- and Gn+X(z) = z"+1 H-  be real polyno-

mials of degree « + 1 such that

(4.1) En+x(x) = 2~"Re{Gn+x(e'0)},    where x = cos0, 0 e [0, %].

Then

• i

m/   xJEn+x(x)pn(x,w)w(x)dx = 0  for j = 0,1, ... ,n +

if and only if

^n+l n+\
/a ->\ n+\^      ,   y  ,/-.•/   \       * Z ...   B+2+m,(4.2, z     0„](z) + 0„](z) = ___^_ + 0(z )

for sufficiently small \z\, z e C.

Proof. Let
«+i

n+l-j
Gn+i(z) = Zdjz

7=0

Then we get from (4.1) that

n+l

2nEn+x(y) = ^dJTn+x_j(y).

7=0

Setting z = y-\Jy2 - 1 for y eC\[-l, 1], i.e., y = \(z + z  ') with |z| < 1 ,
and recalling

„,,    {y + \[yT^)n + iy-\/yT^)n

Tn(y) = —-ô-.

we obtain that

(2z)n+XEn+x(y) = zn+lGn+x(z) + Gl+x(z)

and thus, by Lemma 1,

K  %(W + Z    )>w) , 0(z"+2^);
(2zr'£„+1(y)      2"+I

which gives the assertion.   G
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The main result is now the following

Theorem 2. Suppose that D(z) is analytic and D(z) ^ 0 for \z\ < 1, and that

D takes on real values for real z . Furthermore, set

w(cos0)sin0 := |D(<?/e)|2   for 0 e (0, n).

Then there exists an «0eN such that for each « > «0 the Stieltjes polynomial

En(-, (1 -x )w) has n simple zeros in (-1, 1).

Proof. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that D(0) > 0, and put

-.«+1 n+l

"Z  "     K   qn(\(z + z-'),(l-x2)w)

Since C7*+1(0) = 1, we get from relation (4.2) and Theorem 1 that

lim  -;-==-= 1.
"-*°°  kn  yj2%D(0)

By Theorem 1 this yields

(4.3) lim QAz) = -p^-Ar =: ——    uniformly on |z| < 1.
»-»o ^ D(z)        D(Z) ""

We thus obtain from (4.2) and (4.3) by standard arguments of uniform conver-

gence, using also the fact that, by (4.2), G*n+x(z) + Gn+x(0)zn+l is the (« + l)st

partial sum of Qn(z), that for given ex > 0 there is an «, e N such that for

n > nx and |z| < 1

(4.4) \G'n+l(z) + Gn+x(0)zn+l - l/D(z)\ < ex.

Applying Cauchy's integral formula on |z| = 1 to the (n + l)st derivative of

the analytic functions Qn and 1/D at the point zero, we get with the help of

(4.3) that for any e2 > 0 there is an «2 such that n > n2 implies

(4-5) |2G„+1(0)-rf„+1|<e2,

where dn+x = (I/D){n+X)(0)/(n + 1) !. Now, since 1/D is analytic on \z\ < 1 ,

we have lim^^ dn+x = 0 and thus by (4.5) that

limG„+1(0) = 0.
n—>oo     "+1

Hence, in view of (4.4), we find that for given e > 0 there exists an «0 such

that for « > «0 and |z| < 1

(4.6) \G*n+x(z)-l/D(z)\<e.

Recalling D(z) ¿ 0 for \z\ < 1, (4.6) immediately implies that G*n+X(z) for

large n has no zero in |z| < 1, which is equivalent to the fact that Gn+X has

all zeros in |z| < 1 . Hence (see, e.g., [15, Lemma 2]), .En+X(x, (I - x2)w) =

2 Re{Gn+x(e )}, x = cos0,has «+1 simple zeros in (-1, 1 ), which proves

the theorem.   □
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In view of Szegö's results [ 18] mentioned in the introduction, it is likely that

Theorem 2 holds true for weight functions of the type

w(x) = (1 - ;cy_3/2|Z)(i>''e)|2,        0 < X < 2,

x = cos 0, 0 e (0, n), where D satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.

The following asymptotic representation of the Stieltjes polynomial is impor-

tant in what follows.

Corollary 1. Let k'n+x be the leading coefficient of pn+x(x, w) and suppose that

the assumptions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled. Then the Stieltjes polynomial has

the following asymptotic representation on [-1, 1] :

k'„+lEn+x(x, (1 - x2)w) = pn+x(x, w) + Sn+X(x)   for xe [-1,1],

where lim^^ Sn(x) = 0 uniformly on [-1, 1].

Proof. In view of relation (4.6) we have

M G;+x(e'6) = I^ + nn+x(eie),

where lixnn^oonn+x(e ) = 0 uniformly on [-n, n] and D is defined as in

(4.3). This implies

i(«+l)0

(4-7') Gn+X(e'e) = ^-     +fin+x(eld),

7/9
where lin\f!^ooi)n+x(e  ) = 0 uniformly on [-n, n].  Recalling that by (3.5)

and (3.6)

(4.8) %n+[(eie,\D(e!6)\2) = €^- + è2n+x(e'e),

where lim„^00è2„+1(e'e) = 0 uniformly on [-it, n], we get with the help of

(3.8) that

2n+iEn+x(x,(l-x2)w) = 2Re{Gn+x(ei6)}

= 2Re,^—_Uv   ,(cos0)
f ei(n+x)e \

\D(e-'s)j+y"+

= 2Re{e-'"e<î>2n+x(eie,\D(eW)\2)} + ôn+x(cose)

= 2"+' P„+, (x, w) + Sn+, (cos 0),

where lim^^ yw+1(cos0) = 0 and lim/J^oo¿n+1(cos0) = 0 uniformly on

[0, n].   Using the fact that by [19, Theorem 2.7.1], k'n+x = 0(2"+x), since
ifl      1

\D(e   )\   is in the Szegö class, the corollary follows.   □

If the weight function w is of the form w(x) = 1/(1 - x ) ' sm(x), where

5 is a positive polynomial on [-1, 1] of degree m , we even have equality in

Corollary 1 for n > m (see [13 or 14]).
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The second main result of this paper is the following

Theorem 3. Suppose that the assumptions ofi Theorem 2 are fulfilled. Then there

exists an «0 € N such that the following propositions hold for each n> nQ:

(a) The zeros of En+X(-, (1 - x2)w) and pn(-, (1 - x2)w) separate each

other.

(b) All quadrature weights av n, v = 1, ... , n , and X     , p= I, ... , n +

1, of the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula (1.2) are positive.

Proof, (a) Using (4.7) and (4.8) together with the fact that l/\D(e'6)\ is bound-

ed on [-n, n], we obtain (note that the first equality follows by simple calcu-

lation)

Re{Gn+x(e'e)}Re{e-'{"+l)%2n+2(eW)}

+ Im{G„+1(eie)}Im{,-'("+1)e<P2„+2(e,e)}

^ =Re{Gn+x(e'W{n+X)e%n+2(e-'e))

+ ¿„,x(el9)>0   for«>«0,
\D(eie)\2      n+l

ifí
where lim„_00¿n+1(e  ) = 0 uniformly on [-n, n].  Observing that by [15,

Lemma 2] the zeros of Re{Gn+x(e )} and lm{Gn+x(e )}/sin0 separate each

other, since Gn+X has all zeros in the open unit disk |z| < 1, we get, using

relation (4.9) at the zeros of Re{Gn+x(el6)}, that the zeros of Re{Gn+x(ew)}

and lm{e~'{"+x)%2n+2(e'e)}/sind separate each other. In view of (3.9), this

proves part (a).

(b) By [10, Theorem 1], (a) is equivalent to the positivity of the X^ n's. Thus,

it remains to show that (compare [10, Theorem 2 and 4, (6.4)])

1

<v„ c^ + k2nEn+l(xujp'n(x„;n)

-1 (En+x(X»,n)

KEn+l(x,,n)K(X,,n)     V^+lK,J

- 1    >0

fox u = I, ... , n, where cv n denotes the weights of the «-point Gauss quadra-

ture formula relative to the weight function (1 -x )w , Pn(-) := Pn(-, w), resp.

?n(-) := Pn(-, (I - x )w), is the monic orthogonal polynomial with respect to

w , resp. (1 - x2)w , k2 = fxx ?2(l - x2)w dx, and xv n is the v th zero of

Pn . Because of part (a), the positivity of av n is equivalent to the inequality

(4.10) 5+iK») > L
rn+x(x»,n)
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In order to prove relation (4.10) for large « , we first observe that the follow-

ing relation holds for « e N :

(4 11) Pn+\(Xv,n) _ 2

Pn+MVJ        l~a2n+r

where a2n+x is the (2«+l)st reflection coefficient relative to the weight function

•resent

"("+1)(^2„+.(^)-^n+.(^))

\D(e  )|  . In fact, from the representation

(4.12) 2"Pn(x) =
2/sin0

it follows that at the zeros xp n = cos dv n the relation

(4-13) Z»,n%n+l(Zv,n) = (*>ln+i(Zv,n)

i ft
holds, where zvn = ev-n,v = l, ...,«. Applying the recurrence formula

(3.1), resp. the equivalent recurrence formula

(3-1') ®;+x(z) = *;(z)-anz<i>n(z),

to í>2„+3, resp. ®*2n+i, and then to ^>2n+2, resp. ®*2n+2, we obtain with the

help of (4.13) that

ZV,n^2n^Zu,n) ~ ®ln+)(2v , J = 0 " a2n+0(zl,n " l)®ln+l(Z.,„)

and thus by (4.12)

(4.14) 2n+1Pn+l(xvJ = (\-a2n+x)z;(n;x)<i>\n+x(zvn).

This, in conjunction with the relation

2"^+i(^,„) = C+1)(^2n+. +^+.)(^,J/2

= z-("+1)o*     (Z     )¿v,n      ^2n+A^v,n> >

proves relation (4.11).

Now taking into account the fact that by (3.6)

lim |<P*(é>'0)| = .      uniformly on [-n, n],
n^oo \D(e' )\

it follows that \®*n(e'e)\ is bounded from below for sufficiently large n, which

implies by (4.14) that also \2n+ïPn+x(xv n)\ is bounded from below for suf-

ficiently large «. Since by Corollary 1, 2nEn+x(x) = 2"Pn+x(x) + ôn+x(x),

x e [-1,1], it follows from (4.11) together with (3.3) that relation (4.10)

holds for « > «0 . This proves the theorem.   D
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